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Living a dream
by Michael Hixon

M

ementos from a 30-year acting
career hang on the walls of Billy
Gallo’s Manhattan Actor Studio,
which recently opened its doors on Sepulveda
Boulevard, including the stake that impaled him
in “Night of the Demons,” the wood table he shot
through 15 times to kill Dennis Hopper in the
indie film “10th and Wolf” and a few posters of
the many films he acted in such as “Crash” and
“Pretty Woman.”
The Manhattan Beach resident from
Brooklyn opened the studio to share his passion for acting and to “give back what I’ve
learned over the years.” Gallo offers his experience as not only a coach, but a mentor in the
roller coaster acting business, offering advice
on everything from on-camera auditioning to
how to book a job so they are “prepared for the
real world.” An open studio night, which takes
place from 7:30 to 11 p.m. every Monday, gives
actors, directors and writers in the South Bay a
showcase to develop their talents.
The Manhattan Actor Studio, which also
is a full service production office, is inspired
by Bobby Moresco’s Actor’s Gym, where

and you’re really serious about the craft of acting and you really want to pursue a career, this
is a space for you.”

An actor’s journey
Gallo was 11 years old when he caught the
acting bug. Down the block from his Brooklyn
home, he saw trucks and cameras and he was
told they were making a movie.
“I said, ‘How do you get in a movie. I want
to be in a movie,’” he recalled.
They were shooting the film “Nunzio” for
Universal Pictures. He met Morgana King
who played Marlon Brando’s wife, Carmela
Corleone, in “The Godfather” and its sequel.
The actress showed the youngster her resume
and he ran home.
“I took a Polaroid picture of myself, wrote
some stuff down on a loose leaf piece of paper
and said, ‘Here’s my picture and resume.’ She
got a kick out of it. She gave it to the director
(Paul Williams). She said, ‘Go home kid, we’ll
stick you in the movie.’”
Gallo ran back home and told his mother
that he was going to be in a movie. She said,
“Stay in the house. You don’t
know what kind of movie they’re
filming.” He ran down the street
and went up to the director and
said, “My mother doesn’t believe
you, you’ve got to tell her you
want to stick me in the movie.’”
Williams convinced his mother
that the extra’s job was legitimate,
especially with the prospect of
him getting paid.
“She said, ‘If you’re going to
pay him, take him,’” he said.
Coincidentally Gallo resemManhattan Actor Studio founder Billy Gallo, center, is bled one of the lead actors in the
pictured working with actors Tommy Cassano, a Manhattan cast so he was mistaken for him
one day on the set.
Beach resident, and Liberty Lang of Playa del Rey.
“They gave me my own chair,
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they were pampering, powdering
me, ‘can I get you anything,’” said
Gallo was a member for many years. Moresco Gallo, who is pictured in the film’s lobby card,
co-wrote “Crash” with Paul Haggis, who also which is one of his mementos hanging in the
took part in the Actor’s Gym. They took home studio. “I got a taste of what it’s like to be a
the original screenplay Oscar for “Crash” in movie star.”
2006.
He got his first taste of live theater play“Moresco would say, ‘Step on the stage and ing Danny Zuko in a production of “Grease”
leave a piece of your soul behind,’” Gallo said.
at his high school when he was 16 years old.
Gallo moved to Manhattan Beach five years His T-Birds jacket from that production is disago with his wife and son Jake after living in played at his studio. With $200 in his pocket, he
Hollywood for 25 years. She fell in love with bought a one-way ticket to California after he
surfing and instead of commuting back and graduated to pursue his acting dream. When he
forth, they decided to make the beach cities arrived, the only thing he knew was Universal
their home and become involved in the commu- Pictures, so that’s where the cab took him in
nity. After a few years here, Gallo was tired of pouring rain. He found where he was staying,
the commute to Hollywood to hone his craft, so the Universal Motel, and the key from his room
he felt it was time to create a space for actors is proudly framed on a wall at his studio.
and filmmakers of all talents and experience.
Gallo quickly got his first audition, for “The
“It’s a place for writers, directors and actors Fall Guy,” which starred Lee Majors. With that
to grow at any level … you can grow and move role, he earned his Screen Actors Guild card.
forward with your dream no matter where From there he landed a string of high-profile
you’re at,” Gallo said. “If you’re a young actor roles in the late 1980s including a recurring role

Veteran actor Billy Gallo
opens Manhattan Actor
Studio as an outlet for
actors, writers and directors
as Alyssa Milano’s boyfriend in “Who’s the
Boss” and playing opposite Matthew Perry in
“Second Chance” (a.k.a. “Boys Will be Boys”)
for FOX. During this time, he became a teen
heartthrob, even beating out Brad Pitt and
Johnny Depp for “Hunk of the Month” in Tiger
Beat magazine. He also landed one of the leads
in 1988’s “Night of the Demons,” which was
Gallo’s first foray in horror.
Since his early success, Gallo has added
to his lengthy acting credits with numerous
appearances on TV and in film where he starred
as Julia Robert’s pimp in “Pretty Woman” and
appeared in the Oscar-winning “Crash” in 2004.
But Gallo had more ambitions than being in
front of the camera when he formed Brooklyn
Bridge Productions. He fulfilled one of his
dreams when he wrote, starred and produced
“The Kings of Brooklyn,” which was filmed on
the streets of his hometown and was released
in 2004.
In spite of getting Manhattan Actor Studio
off the ground, Gallo recently starred in and
produced “Strike One,” a drama about a young
man growing up in a gang-controlled neighborhood, which stars Danny Trejo and will
premiere at Viva! Latino Film Festival in New
York City in February.
Working their craft
Mira Costa grad Cody Cowell went headfirst into acting seven years ago and discovered
the Manhattan Acting Studio online. The
Manhattan Beach resident realized during his
Veteran actor Billy Gallo (‘Pretty Woman,’
first class that Gallo was the right coach for
‘Crash’) founded Manhattan Actor Studio,
him.
which is a ‘place for writers, directors and
“I picked a pretty intense monologue, which
is what I like to do. When we started working actors to grow at any level.’
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with it, he gives you a lot of freedom at first to
do it your way and see how you do it,” Cowell
said. “For me, wanting to apprentice under something, that really truly make a difference,”
somebody, I have to feel I can learn from you Gallo said.
Gallo offers coaching and mock trials for litand you can open things up in me that people
can’t open up. After the first monologue I did, igators/trial attorneys and he is currently holding
he goes ‘let’s take a break, we’re going to try it workshops for child and teen actors.
For more information, visit manhattanactorthis way now.’ He opened up different doors that
opened a lot of new emotions and directed me studio.com, or call (310) 545-3591.
in ways which I appreciate. I like to get direction at times because
sometimes when you
do a role, you’re doing
it the best way you can
do it, but it doesn’t mean
it’s the best way. It’s
nice to get that outside
perspective.”
Gallo said he will
offer more services and
events, including guest
speakers and teachers in
the industry, as he gets
more of a foothold in the
community.
“I want projects that
come out of here to Mementos from Billy Gallo’s 30-year career in acting line the walls at
have a voice, that say his Manhattan Actor Studio.
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